












































































































































































































APPENDIX H 
DEVIATION FROM PROCUREMENT PROCESSES 

Supply Chain Regulation 42 
for the year ended 30 June 2015 

 

Department  Supplier  
Amount 

(VAT incl.) 
R 

Reason for deviation Motivation 

JULY 2014     

Community Van Wettens 3 249,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Towing of fire truck which was stuck in the mud during veld fire 
management. 

Community MP Tyres 2 831,50 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The services to repair these vehicles tyres were required urgently 
and the contract was not yet in place.  MP Tyres was available to 
render the service. 

Infrastructure Zanezi 32 946,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency An urgent service was required to perform inspection on batteries 
and chargers of the critical substation before the total shut down of 
power by Eskom on the 30 March 2014.  This was done to verify the 
battery duration last. 

Community Thunder Towing 3 249,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Towing of fire truck from Hendrina to municipal store written off 
vehicles. 

Infrastructure Sterling Steel 66 690,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Urgent construction of pipe bridge for the outfall sewer in Rockdale 
houses are completed but cannot be occupied by beneficiaries. 

Infrastructure Stogiso 199 847,70 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Urgent construction of pipe bridge for the outfall sewer in Rockdale 
houses are completed but cannot be occupied by beneficiaries. 

Community Sandton 37 960,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck needed urgently in order to perform the duties, the 
service delivery would be interrupted should the truck not be 
repaired. 

Community Alco Safe 29 549,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The company is the only supplier of alcohol tester in South Africa. 

Finance Mid Alarms 2 200,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Lock boxes required at the pay points for the gate keys to be inserted 
so that Mid Alarms can have access to the grounds.  Only Mid 
Alarms can install as they are the users of the boxes to have access 
to the pay points. 

Community Instrumentation for Traffic Law 
Enforcement 

5 479,39 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The system was installed by the company and they are supposed to 
be calibrated for every six months.  The company is a sole provider 
for the equipment. 

Community Bell Equipment 1 738,77 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Spare parts only available at the agents of the vehicle only. 
Community Bell Equipment 17 926,36 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Spare parts only available at the agents of the vehicle only. 
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Department  Supplier  
Amount 

(VAT incl.) 
R 

Reason for deviation Motivation 

Community Marce 20 182,56 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Sole agent for TNT rescue to perform service on jaws of life in South 
Africa. 

Corporate Waltons 7 372,89 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Waltons is the only supplier of Optiplan. 
Community Bell Equipment 13 612,93 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Municipal grader require a service and replacement of old parts to 

carry out grading of gravel roads in an around Middelburg.  Bell is the 
sole supplier of these parts for this machinery. 

Community Solly’s Middelburg 6 830,84 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Spare parts only available at the agents of the vehicle only. 
Community Eastvaal Motors 19 981,54 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Service on vehicle can only be done by the dealer. 
Community Eastvaal Motors 24 137,94 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The agent of the vehicle can only service the vehicle for the service 

to be rendered in Hendrina. 
Corporate Emalahleni Doc Fac 1 073,40 Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition Contracted to HR photo copy machine. 
Community ZP Mogola 14 279,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition Supplying of library books that are required by public.  Service 

providers were invited to the library exhibition book day 2014. 
Community Zakheni Ikageng Book & Stationery 27 975,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition Supplying of library books that are required by public.  Service 

providers were invited to the library exhibition book day 2014. 
Community Qualibooks Naledi 17 068,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Supplying of library books that are required by public.  Service 

providers were invited to the library exhibition book day 2014. 
Community Zinothile 181 475,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Existing contract expired on 30 June 2014 and the department was 

still busy with procurement processes. 
Community Reathabela 125 474,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Existing contract expired on 30 June 2014and the department was 

still busy with procurement processes. 
Community Tenemo General Trading 141 785,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Existing contract expired on 30 June 2014 and the department was 

still busy with procurement processes. 
Community Sohlangana Trading 260 76 824,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Existing contract expired on 30 June 2014 and the department was 

still busy with procurement processes. 
Community Solly’s Middelburg 25 929,40 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Solly’s is an accredited dealer who attended the vehicle.  The vehicle 

had a breakdown and it was towed to their premises for strip and 
quote.  After diagnosed they found that timing belt, tension, gasket, 
bolt cylinder are problematic. 

Community Magan 171 319,20 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Contracted to STLM in providing Trafman software to assist 
department with data capturing. 

Community Automotor 12 982,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Traffic signal knocked down by vehicles and is not working.  The 
company installed the traffic signal and is under guarantee. 
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Community Automotor 22 442,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Traffic signal knocked down by vehicles and is not working.  The 
company installed the traffic signal and is under guarantee. 

Community Automotor 26 992,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Traffic signal knocked down by vehicles and is not working.  The 
company installed the traffic signal and is under guarantee. 

Community Mechanibike 9 280,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Mechanibike is the preferred service provider as the bikes were 
bought from them.  They are the only supplier willing to quote. 

Finance Advanced Fire Suppression 1 425,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Service provider who provided and installed the system.  
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Department  Supplier  
Amount 

(VAT incl.) 
R 

Reason for deviation Motivation 

AUGUST 2014     

Community Bading Trust  3 990,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Vehicle was stuck in the mud and had to be towed out by the service 
provider. 

Infrastructure Verotest  1 120,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Digiphone has got to be repaired as it is used to locate faults. 
Infrastructure Kgwebiswano  38 874,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Two cable faults occurred at the same time in Kanonkop, as such an 

assistant required from local contractor to perform 11 KV cable joint 
and termination in order to minimize the duration of power outage. 

Infrastructure Bravopix 449cc  176 725,54  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency To construct sewer reticulation line for Rockdale phase 2 so that the 
completed houses will be handed over to the beneficiaries. 

Infrastructure Mayivuthe  1 675 800,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The cable was needed to replace a faulty cable in Aerorand.  The 
recommended service provider has stock and can deliver within 34 
hours.  Other suppliers have a 12 to 16 weeks delivery period. 

Infrastructure Zanezi  198 930,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency An urgent service was required to install and replace the unreliable 
medium voltage cable between Gholfsig and Bloedrivier substation. 

Infrastructure Golukisha  80 250,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency One of Boskrans pump stations T4 Gorman-rupp pump was replaced 
after the impeller had worn out.  Emergency repairing is required to 
make it available again in order to ensure that there is no more 
sewage spilling into nearby river. 

Infrastructure Kgwebiswano  165 300,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Urgent work performed by service provider on the 31/07 and 06/08 to 
repair 7 medium voltage cable faults at Aerorand and Mineralia. 

Infrastructure Malaka Supplies  123 120,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The RDP houses in Rockdale Extension 1 needed to be handed over 
to beneficiaries.  Due to the urgency of the project there was an 
urgent need to get pipes for the completion of the sewer lines for 
Rockdale Extension 1. 

Community Scania SA  13 412,08  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Scania dealer for fire trucks. 
Finance Chubb  392,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Chubb security has a contract with the municipality. 
Finance Chubb  724,29  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Chubb security has a contract with the municipality. 
Finance Chubb  784,71  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Chubb security has a contract with the municipality. 
Corporate Doctors Ads  6 612,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The only provider that advertises through plasma screens which are 

located in surgeries and Midmed hospital where the community 
frequently visit. 

Infrastructure Bell  16 062,02  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Municipal grader required an urgent replacement of monitor parts to 
enable to continue to carry out grading of gravel roads in and around 
Middelburg efficiently. 
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Community Eastvaal Motors  2 543,83  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Spares can only be obtained from agents. 
Community Bell  16 307,72  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Spares can only be obtained from agents. 
Community Eastvaal Motors  2 955,69  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Spares can only be obtained from agents. 
Corporate FlexiQ  2 097,66  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Only known provider and supplier of power shred C480 shredder 

machine parts maintenance. 

Community Bell  10 757,59  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Spares can only be obtained from agents. 
Community Botlhabelo  7 981,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supplied at library on users request. 
Community Jacklins Enterprise  20 443,85  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supplied at library on users request. 
Community Early Readers  33 780,80  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supplied at library on users request. 
Community Red Pepper  42 638,15  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supplied at library on users request. 
Community Corner Bookshop  10 553,15  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supplied at library on users request. 
Community Diskonto  18 727,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supplied at library on users request. 
Community Early Readers  16 297,60  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supplied at library on users request. 
Community Soluxions  18 301,63  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supplied at library on users request. 
Community Machmillan  8 289,84  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supplied at library on users request. 
Community Aluta Books  17 027,85  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supplied at library on users request. 
Infrastructure Integrated Auto Services  190 577,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Procurement of Chev UTE 1.3 Club half ton LDV which was written 

off by Council. 
Community Hazard Bonako  9 576,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Hazard is the only company that manufactures and supply blue lights 

and sirens.  The provider was requested to do strip and quote and 
submit their quote. 

Community Hazard Bonako  9 576,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Hazard is the only company that manufactures and supply blue lights 
and sirens.  The provider was requested to do strip and quote and 
submit their quote. 

Community Hazard Bonako  9 576,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Hazard is the only company that manufactures and supply blue lights 
and sirens.  The provider was requested to do strip and quote and 
submit their quote. 

Community Hazard Bonako  1 627,65  
 

Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Hazard is the only company that manufactures and supply blue lights 
and sirens.  The provider was requested to do strip and quote and 
submit their quote. 

Corporate Media 24  37 107,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Advertise position urgently due to regulations that requires post to be 
advertised within 14 days in which the contract lapsed. 
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Infrastructure Jacastro  226 290,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case This is a bulk supply metering point.  The existing one is faulty and 
measuring of consumption cannot take place. 

Infrastructure ABB SA  887 362,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case ABB is the manufacturer of equipment (88 KV tape charger), ABB is 
requested to replace and refurbish tape at Sipres substation. 

Community Tenemo  141 785,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The contract for garden refuse removal was extended for a period of 
3 months, the bidding process still in the pipeline to be advertised 
and appointed. 

Community Sohlangana  76 824,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The contract for garden refuse removal was extended for a period of 
3 months, the bidding process still in the pipeline to be advertised 
and appointed. 

Community Reathabela  125 474,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The contract for garden refuse removal was extended for a period of 
3 months, the bidding process still in the pipeline to be advertised 
and appointed. 

Community Zinothile  181 475,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The contract for garden refuse removal was extended for a period of 
3 months, the bidding process still in the pipeline to be advertised 
and appointed. 

Infrastructure Actom MV  25 850,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case An urgent service was required to repair and test faulty 11 KV circuit 
breaker at Mhluzi. 

Infrastructure Ukwazi Engineering  32 121,02  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case An urgent service was required to repair after strip and quote of 
miniature substation. 
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SEPTEMBER 2014     

Community Van Wettens  1 425,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Vehicle was stuck in the mud and had to be towed out by the service 
provider. 

Community Jeffares & Green  117 000,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Service provider already awarded contract for project, bill of 
quantities revised. 

Infrastructure ABB SA  220 041,66  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency An urgent service was required from the contractor to test, strip, 
quote and repair the faulty NEC transformer that was installed at 
Verdoorn substation.  ABB was the available service provider to visit 
the site and perform testing on that equipment. 

Infrastructure Malaka Supplies  10 064,72  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The contractors were busy replacing the AC pipes in Mhluzi 
(Mathaileni), the pipes which were ordered were finished and the 
manufacturing sector strike delayed the delivery of pipes and the 
contractor needed to finish as they were given until end of July to 
complete. 

Infrastructure Mthizole  241 819,49  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency To link the 500Municipal Manager water from the reservoirs to a 
200Municipal Manager water line that supply the 500 RDP houses 
that must be handed over to beneficiaries. 

Infrastructure PW Saayman  12 600,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The stands were sold by Council, and the municipality is responsible 
for rezoning, consolidation of latter stands.  The buyer wanted to put 
fence up order to secure their equipment and materials. 

Infrastructure McJagert  41 717,16  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Repairs of a rotating bridge and fitting of new centre bearing for 
clarifier No. 4 at Vaalbank. 

Infrastructure Electro Field Services  17 100,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency On the 29 and 30 August, a number of areas were without electricity 
due to HV underground cable faults.  The outages were in Hendrina, 
Middelburg CBD and Aerorand.  The electricity could not be restored 
as there were no fuses in stock. 

Infrastructure Little River Trading  46 284,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency There was a problem of water supply at Uitkyk informal settlement, 
the village was supplied by a 32Municipal Manager diameter pipe 
which was inadequate to meet the demand. 

Finance Mid Alarms  480,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Mid Alarms is contracted for the alarm system at Van Calder. 
Finance Mid Alarms  1 080,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Mid Alarms is contracted for the alarm system at Hendrina. 
Community Truvelo  169 176,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Truvelo is the manufacturer of the K53 motor cycle test equipment 

and sole supplier of equipment.  The system is to be installed at 
Hendrina and Middelburg DLTC. 
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Corporate Emalahleni Document Facilities  3 324,93  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider HR photocopy machine is under contract and Xerox is the only 
provider for toners. 

Infrastructure Afrilab  29 857,74  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The requested chemicals are required solely for the specific 
instruments that the municipality is using in the laboratory and Afrilab 
is the main supplier of this instruments and chemicals. 

Finance CAT  1 915,20  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider CAT supplied the handheld terminals and it is the only company that 
can do repairs on it in cases of breakdown. 

Corporate Multisource  2 252,64  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The items bought are distributed by Multi Source only in South Africa. 
Infrastructure Huber Technology  126 088,56  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Huber Screen & Grit classifier at Tokologo pump station broke the 

screw conveyor and damaged the casing.  It resulted in the whole 
screen being out of order.  Urgent supply of a new screw & basket 
and commissioning of this screen is required to avoid sewage 
running into the river. 

Infrastructure SSE Gauteng  25 422,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The system is used for loud monitoring and to assist with operating at 
substations fitted with Scada system. 

Municipal Manager Alive Advertising  34 200,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider They are the only electronic screen for placing adverts which is 
located on the main road of Middelburg. 

Community Bargain Books  66 138,20  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supply at library are treated as special works of art, therefore it 
requires different suppliers. 

Community Best Books  57 250,86  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supply at library are treated as special works of art, therefore it 
requires different suppliers. 

Community Soluxions  5 066,34  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supply at library are treated as special works of art, therefore it 
requires different suppliers. 

Community Phambili Agencies  13 914,61  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supply at library are treated as special works of art, therefore it 
requires different suppliers. 

Community Van Schaik Bookstore  5 915,33  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supply at library are treated as special works of art, therefore it 
requires different suppliers. 

Community Jacklins Enterprise  7 014,98  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supply at library are treated as special works of art, therefore it 
requires different suppliers. 

Community Books Us Trading  6 587,20  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition  Books supply at library are treated as special works of art, therefore it 
requires different suppliers. 

Infrastructure Dakalo Investment  67 997,18  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Upgrading of Thusong Centre, Hendrina has commenced, but 
existing structural brickwork that is intended to be accommodated in 
the new structure is not stable.  It is therefore recommended that the 
demolition be executed by Dakalo who has been appointed for the 
upgrading of the centre. 
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Community Mechanibike  3 900,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Mechanibike is the only supplier willing to give detailed quotations, as 
the motorbikes were bought from them.  All other suppliers refuse to 
give quote. 

Infrastructure Actom MV  91 695,90  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Books supplied at library on users request. 
Community Automotor Traffic Signal  22 101,18  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The traffic signal was knocked down by motor vehicle as a result it 

was not working. 
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OCTOBER 2014     

Infrastructure Kgwebiswano 125 856,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency There was power outage at Hendrina, service required from a service 
provider to supply and installation of medium voltage cable joint to 
ensure restoration of power. 

Infrastructure Imbawula 49 745,04  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The council testing machine was in for service, urgent service to test 
medium voltage cables was required. 

Infrastructure Kgwebiswano 86 640,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency A number of areas were without electricity due to HV underground 
cable faults, due to the high volume of work it was necessary to call 
contractors to assist with cable jointing. 

Infrastructure Zanezi 45 714,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Hendrina and Newtown substation protection schemes failed due to 
faulty substation battery chargers auxiliary power to these 
substations, urgent service was required from the contractor to 
replace and repair faulty battery charger. 

Infrastructure Khuduyane 34 632,23  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency There was a sewer manhole blockage causing a spillage which was 
an environmental threat and health hazard to the community. 

Infrastructure Wax Engineering 46 563,30  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Hendrina substation protection schemes failed several times due to a 
fault on panel wiring resulting in frequent power outage in the entire 
area.  An urgent service was required from the service provider to 
perform the investigation and implement remedial action. 

Infrastructure Mpumalanga Pumps  83 913,93  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Pump 7 & 8 at Vaalbank WTP supplying Nasaret reservoir stopped 
working and required urgent repairs.  MP Pumps took out pump 8 
and repaired it. 

Corporate GP Van Niekerk  8 909,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider GP Van Niekerk Ondernemings is the sole supplier of INET & WINET 
Finance Chubb  742,14  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider An alarm contract is held with Chubb for Mhluzi office. 
Finance Chubb 309,99 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider An alarm contract is held with Chubb for Mhluzi office. 
Community VNS Training 29 412,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider VNS is the single provider who can do calibration and service the 

kind of instrument. 
Community Zinothile 181 475,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The contract for garden refuse removal was extended for a period of 

3 months ending 30 September. 
Community Reathabela  125 474,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The contract for garden refuse removal was extended for a period of 

3 months ending 30 September.  
Community Sohlangana 76 824,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The contract for garden refuse removal was extended for a period of 

3 months ending 30 September. 
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Infrastructure Delta Built  739 860,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Delta Built were appointed for the design, supervision and survey for 
additions and upgrading at license department Middelburg.  The 
amount they were appointed with was based on the estimated budget 
the budget was later increased over two financial years. 

Community Truvelo  15 660,59  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Prolaser speed check machines are due for calibration which is done 
six monthly to meet legal operational requirements. 

Infrastructure Mayivuthe  26 949,60  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Council appointed Mayivuthe to upgrade Lang 88KV substation 
panels and protection scheme.  The pilot cable between Verdoorn 
and Lang must be commissioned before the panels at Lang can be 
commissioned and put back in service. 

Community Automotor Traffic Signal  22 640,40  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The traffic signal was knocked down by motor vehicles as a result the 
traffic signal is not working.  The traffic signal was installed by Auto 
Motor and is still under guarantee. 

Community Automotor Traffic Signal  7 276,20  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The traffic signal cable was damaged due to the excavation intending 
to install optic fibre cable.  The traffic signal was installed by Auto 
Motor and is still under guarantee. 

Corporate Media 24  32 654,16  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case It was not advertised for 7 days because of the expectation that the 
amount will not exceed R30 000.  Some of the vacancies to be filled 
urgently 

Municipal Manager Buhle Bemvelo  228 030,78  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The service provider is the preferred bidder due to previous good 
track record on hosting major investment related events.  The period 
left before the planned date makes it impractical to follow supply 
chain processes. 

Community Mechanibike  12 885,56  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Mechanibike is the only supplier willing to give detailed quotations, as 
the bikes were bought from them they keep a service history of each 
motorbike. 

Community Rakgang Business Enterprise  4 674,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The service provider was contracted for six months and the order 
was cancelled at the end of financial year due to closing of old year 
books.  The original amount which was approved on the order has 
been exhausted and new order is required in order to pay for the 
service rendered in September. 

Corporate Business Connexion  24 898,89  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The network radio link that supply telephone and computer network 
communication to the services centre has to be repaired urgently.  It 
is impractical to follow supply chain process. 
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Community Rakgang Business Enterprise  67 260,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The company was contracted to council for six months.  Because of 
festive season that is nearing it is difficult to get three quotes, only 
one quote was received from the service provider.  Approval was 
given for another four months. 
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NOVEMBER 2014     

Infrastructure Automotor Traffic Signal 30 308,04  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The contractor accidentally damaged supply cables to the robots at 
SADC & OR Tambo.  The cable need to be reinstated and working. 

Infrastructure MJ Masombuka 84 633,60  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency To provide water meters in Rockdale for RDP houses and Shanduka 
houses that must be handed over to beneficiaries. 

Infrastructure Malaka Supplies 47 247,30  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency 200Municipal Manager water line was constructed due to low 
pressure in some parts of Aerorand West residents who were 
building houses were complaining about a poor water pressure 
during the day. 

Infrastructure Actom MV 9 986,40  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Hendrina substation protection schemes had failed several times due 
to a fault on panel wiring resulting in frequent power outage in the 
entire area.  Investigations and fault finding were conducted.  An 
urgency service is required from the manufacture to do repairs. 

Infrastructure Electro Field  4 565,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency An urgent service required on the 25/10/14 to supply three medium 
voltage (31.5 AMP) fuse to replace the faulty one at festering 
miniature substation.  The equipment could not be attained from 
municipal stores and can cause elongated power outage. 

Corporate Marota Air Conditioning 7 068,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Marota has a contract with the municipality for the quarterly general 
maintenance of air down blowers at the server rooms.  The down 
blower at the main server room where all the critical equipment is 
installed became faulty and lost its gas, a repair and refilling of the 
gas had to be done as a matter of urgency. 

Infrastructure Tlougadi Projects  87 140,10  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The beneficiaries of the houses at Rockdale Ext. 1 were moved in to 
occupy the completed houses, during the construction of sewer lines 
most of the manhole covers and were not installed.  Open manholes 
were posing a risk to the whole community and the department of 
civil engineering complains from the community and councillors. 

Infrastructure Global Transformer Services 8 892,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency An urgent service was required on the 25/10/2014 from the global 
transformer service to test and commissioning the festering miniature 
substation, should the equipment not be tested it could results in 
elongated power outage. 

Infrastructure NOSA 6 340,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Training of combined ASHEPP and INTRO to SAMTRAC for 
implementing a SHE system, exercising SHE responsibilities in a 
workplace, reporting and conducting of inspections.  The training is 
required from NOSA as this is a sole service provider to offer such 
course in South Africa. 
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Municipal Manager Radio Kragbron 24 000,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Radio Kragbron is the only radio station that caters for Afrikaans 
speaking people around Nkangala. 

Municipal Manager SAGIS Data 79 700,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Service provider uniquely covers municipalities with good public 
private partnerships and the publication will be an insert of the star 
newspaper as a strategic distribution point. 

Infrastructure S.A.M.E Water  84 103,50  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Boskrans pump station's mechanical screen compactor is out of 
order and requires urgent repairs.  This will enable the screening 
process to work effectively at the inlet works, and ensure maximum 
removal of material that would damage pumps and motors.  S.A.M.E 
water is the sole supplier of the unit.  

Municipal Manager Kosmos Stereo 29 998,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Kosmos Stereo is the radio station that caters mostly for Afrikaans 
speaking people around STLM. 

Infrastructure Afrilab 7 820,40  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The requested calibration sets are required solely for calibration of 
specific instrument that the municipality is using in the laboratory. 
Afrilab is the sole supplier of the instruments. 

Corporate The Document Warehouse  1 680,36  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Delta Built were appointed for the design, supervision and survey for 
additions and upgrading at license department Middelburg.  The 
amount they were appointed with was based on the estimated budget 
the budget was later increased over two financial years. 

Municipal Manager Fabuelex Media  12 000,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider A free magazine that caters for the younger an older generation and 
is distributed in some areas of Mpumalanga and Gauteng. 

Community Integrated Auto 12 394,70  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Spares can only be obtained from agents. 
Corporate Tidy Files 6 783,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider There is only one service provider as it is a special personalized 

printed files. 
Municipal Manager Brabys 10 647,60  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The only company that is able to design special and specific graphics 

for visitors in the municipality at reasonable costs. 
Corporate Evritek  3 215,94  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Accessories and service needed for the cleaning machine at the 

banquet hall and the original parts can only be found from the 
appointed supplier. 

Corporate Media 24 47 496,96  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Council resolution M50/06/2011 permits advertisement in the city 
press with the deadlines and stipulated periods for recruiting senior 
managers.  It is impractical to advertise for seven days as per S C M 
policy and regulation. 

Corporate Yeltech Witbank 2 109,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Yeltech is currently the service provider that does the servicing of the 
HP Plotters.  HP 4500 Plotter at electrical not working and an 
assessment needs to be done to determine what is faulty. 
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Community Mechanibike  10 374,50  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Mechanibike is the only supplier willing to give detailed quotations as 
the bikes were bought from them.  The dealer also keeps service 
history of each motorbike.  All other suppliers in and around 
Middelburg refuse to give detailed quotation (strip and quote). 

Infrastructure Verotest  40 654,68  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Service is required from the service provider to repair a cable testing 
and faultfinding machine, should the equipment not be repaired fault 
on cables cannot be located immediately.  Verotest is the service 
provider of equipment. 

Community Hoeveld Radiators  9 471,77  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case It was impractical to follow SCM procedures the service provider was 
called to the breakdown.  The service was done alongside the road. 
There was a single breakdown available. 

Municipal Manager BBM Media  133 380,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The only service provider which was able to coordinate the three 
hours morning talk on SAFM for the STLM investment symposium 
based on our specific needs for the programme arrangement of the 
guest speakers and potential investors. 

Corporate Sizwe IT  48 666,50  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Sizwe has been appointed for the desktop and infrastructure support 
from the 01/10/2014.  However in order to ensure a smooth hand 
over process from BCX whose contract ended on 30/09/2014.  Sizwe 
has to be on site from 15-30/09 to collect all the information that was 
required from business connection. 

Community Mechanibike 3 587,50  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Mechanibike is the only supplier willing to give detailed quotations as 
the bikes were bought from them.  The dealer also keeps service 
history of each motorbike.  All other suppliers in and around 
Middelburg refuse to give detailed quotation (strip and quote). 

. 
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DECEMBER 2014     

Infrastructure  Shaneal Mining 14 877,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Site was not included on tender.  The contractor was awarded cutting 
the sidewalks next to the site.  Residents complain if site is not cut. 

Infrastructure  Aqua Matic CC 84 759,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Ensure constant water pressure in Mhluzi. 
Community  Coverseal Library Suppliers 2 606,50 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Coverseal Library Suppliers is the only supplier that provides the 

library with these barcodes. 
Infrastructure  Mayivuthe Contractors 151 449,.00 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency To ensure continuity of power supply. 
Corporate Sizwe Africa IT Group 191 934,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency To ensure continuity of IMIS operation. 
Infrastructure  Imbawula Technical Services 15 182,52 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency To ensure continuity of power supply, Council testing machine was 

on service. 
Infrastructure  Zanezi Electronics 72 435,60 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Protection schemes were required to protect equipment that 

distributes electricity. 
Community  Motolek Middelburg 3 800,68 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Impossible to get three quotes as the repairs are done as fault is 

located in the process. 
Community Motolek Middelburg 2 326,40 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Impossible to get three quotes as the repairs are done as fault is 

located in the process. 
Community  Motolek Middelburg 1 243,15 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Impossible to get three quotes as the repairs are done as fault is 

located in the process. 
Community Hoeveld Radiators 1 539,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck needed urgently to do its work. 
Community Hoeveld Radiators 5 073,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Truck needed urgently to do its duties. 
Community Hoeveld Radiators 678,30 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Roadside assistance. 
Community  Induna Solutions 15 101,32 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck needed urgently to do its work. 
Community Rodek Transmission 26 220,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck needed urgently to do its work. 
Community Induna Solutions 19 517,37 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck needed urgently to do its work. 
Corporate  Mainsail Trading 330,60 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Libraries has lost their base locks, Mainsail Trading installed the 

previous locks to the libraries. 
Corporate  Onsoft 37 243,80 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Onsoft is the sole provider of BMC Track-It in SA. 
Corporate  Lexis Nexis Butterworths 4 458,80 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Lexis Nexis Butterworths is the sole provider of the required library 

editions sets.  
Community Iveco Middelburg 12 365,91 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The vehicle is used to respond to motor vehicle accidents. 
Infrastructure  Magiya Women Development 130 507,20 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Addition to the scope of work to the contractor on site due to 

unforeseen circumstances. 
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Infrastructure  Armcoil Africa 129 779,88 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The transformer was stripped and quoted by Armcoil Africa. 
Infrastructure Middelburg Boerdery 2 006,40 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Middelburg Boerdery is the agent for the machine. 
Community  Induna Solutions 14 657,57 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck needed urgently to do its work. 
Community Solly's Middelburg 23 134,07 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Solly’s Middelburg are agents for the Isuzu. 
Community  Solly's Middelburg 3 341,20 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Solly’s Middelburg are agents for the Isuzu. 
Municipal Manager Dhlamini Multimedia & Technology 65 055,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Production of an investment video to show case the STLM 

investment opportunities and economic potential. 

Infrastructure  Central Gas 1 164,14 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Central Gas is the agent for the cylinders used in STLM. 
Corporate  Emalahleni FM 12 500,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Emalahleni FM is the only community radio station broadcasting in 

Middelburg and Emalahleni. 
Corporate  GMFM 29 000,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider GMFM is the only community radio station in Middelburg that can 

accommodate Nguni languages in our community. 
Community  McCarthy Volkswagen 5 629,21 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Tipper truck needed urgently to do its work. 
Community Isazi Engineering 11 970,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Tipper truck needed urgently to do its work. 
Community Isazi Engineering 3 095,10 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck needed urgently to do its work. 
Community TMQ Business Solution 2 890,58 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The CCTV system is still under guaranty and TMQ Business Solution 

installed the system. 
Community Automotor Traffic Signal 20 903,04 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The traffic lights were installed by Automotor and are still under 

guarantee. 
Community  Automotor Traffic Signal 22 725,90 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The traffic lights were installed by Automotor and are still under 

guarantee. 
Finance Nashua Mpumalanga 2 812,95 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Nashua Mpumalanga is the agent for the machine. 
Corporate  Waltons 46 401,58 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Waltons is the single provider of optiplan bulk filers. 
Community  Automotor Traffic Signal 22 765,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The traffic lights were installed by Automotor and are still under 

guarantee. 
Community  Automotor Traffic Signal 29 594,40 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The traffic lights were installed by Automotor and are still under 

guarantee. 
Community Automotor Traffic Signal 15 695,52 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The traffic lights were installed by Automotor and are still under 

guarantee. 
Community Induna Solutions 14 245,44 Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck needed urgently to do its work. 
Community Mechanibike 13 112,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The bikes were bought from Mechanibike. 
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JANUARY 2015     
Community OH Frewin  1 359,45  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The inspection books are urgently needed and locally OH Frewin was 

the only supplier who can print them for STLM. 
Infrastructure  Donmash  86 808,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Service required from service provider on the 06/12/2014 to supply, 

install and commission of 35mm 3core XLPE medium voltage joint at 
Hendrina. 

Infrastructure  Kgwebiswano 110 785,20  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Services required from a service provider on the 11 December 2014 
to test and repair low and medium voltage cable at Mhluzi. 

Infrastructure  Golukisha  83 882,40  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency A T10 rotating assembly and its casing for Gorman-Rupp pump at 
Boskrans pump station required urgent repairs to maintain 100% 
availability of pumps during the festive period in order to avoid 
overflowing of sewage into the river. 

Infrastructure  Kgwebiswano  110 785,20  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Services required from a service provider on the 11 December 2014 
to test & repair low and medium voltage cable at Mhluzi. 

Infrastructure  Powerpump  38 085,12  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency One of the gearboxes for aeration basins at Boskrans WWTW was 
out of order and requires urgent repairs.  This was done to ensure 
availability of units during the festive season. 

Corporate Gijima  11 500,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Psychometric assessments for 2 candidates for the position of Chief 
Admin Officer in the legal and admin department. 

Infrastructure  Little River Trading  71 301,30  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency To lay 110mm water line to link the bulk line from the old Rockdale 
that is fed from Ext 24 elevated tank.  Due to additional of houses the 
tank cannot supply some of the old housed. 

Municipal Manager Phanda Njalo Trading  24 200,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Due to festive season they struggle to get the service provider that 
can assist with tent, chairs, table and tent. 

Infrastructure  Kwena Water  37 145,76  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Rockdale experienced low pressure supply so to address that the 
problem with the second reservoir was linked to 500mm line that 
directly feed Rockdale phase 2. 

Infrastructure  Dream Finders 57  46 813,80  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The installation of the signage at the Sydney Choma Hall was a 
specialized work that requires a competent person to erect.  

Community Sollys Middelburg  9 292,05  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 
waste department. 

Community Kutana Hydraulics 16 315,62  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 
waste department. 

Community Barloworld Toyota  1 775,94  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Repairs on braking system of the Toyota Quantum used for the 
transportation of staff.  Vehicle still under warranty. 
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Community Sollys Middelburg  76 977,81  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The skip loader was needed urgently to perform the services at solid 
waste. 

Community Truvelo 8 835,84 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Truvelo is the sole supplier for the calibration of K53 motorcycle test 
system. 

Community Evritek  963,30  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Evritek is the sole agent and supplier in Mpumalanga for the supply 
of universal cleaner. 

Community SABS  4 126,80  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider SABS is the only provider of South African National Standards. 

Municipal Manager Emalahleni FM  16 052,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The only local radio station in Nkangala District Municipality with 
48000 listeners.  

Municipal Manager OH Frewin  1 621,08  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The service provider was able to design special artwork with specific 
features for 2015 wall calendars.  The original design was amended 
and the appointed service provider was requested to redesign. 

Municipal Manager Emalahleni FM  12 500,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Emalahleni FM is the only radio station that broadcast in Middelburg 
and Witbank 

Municipal Manager Emalahleni FM  105 000,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The most reliable local radio station in Nkangala District Municipality 
with 48000 listenership for STLM. 

Corporate Open Spatial Africa  77 866,56  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Open spatial is the sole supplier of Munsys software. 

Infrastructure  Landis & Gyr  15 450,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Council has started using PLC split single phase meters in 2013.  
The three phase PLC split meter is now available at Landis it is 
proposed to purchase 10 meters to be tested.  The PLC meter is 
preferable to be used in retrofit installations the prepaid meter in the 
municipal box make tampering very difficult. 

Community Sohlangana Trading 260  76 824,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The procurement process could not be followed due to the fact that 
the contractor is already providing garden waste service for STLM 
and familiar with the area, the tender was advertised but could not be 
awarded as bidders were non-responsive, following the procurement 
process will disrupt service delivery. 

Community Mechanibike  3 109,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Mechanibike is the only supplier willing to give detailed quotation as 
the bikes were bought from them. 

Community Automotor Traffic Signal  14 180,46  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Traffic signals were damaged by lightning and needed replacement. 
The old ones were still under guarantee but the poles and aspects 
LED signal heads are not covered. 

Community Automotor Traffic Signal  26 169,84  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Traffic signal was knocked down by motor vehicle and needed to be 
replaced. 
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Infrastructure  ABB SA  18 120,06  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The order was issued and the service provided by ABB.  The 
payment of work was not made due to the loss of documentation at 
SCM office.  

Community Zinothile 725 900,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The procurement process could not be followed due to the fact that 
the contractor is already providing garden waste service for STLM 
and familiar with the area, the tender was advertised but could not be 
awarded as bidders were non-responsive. 

Community Reathabela  485 900,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The procurement process could not be followed due to the fact that 
the contractor is already providing garden waste service for STLM 
and familiar with the area, the tender was advertised but could not be 
awarded as bidders were non-responsive. 

Community Tenemo  567 140,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The procurement process could not be followed due to the fact that 
the contractor is already providing garden waste service for STLM 
and familiar with the area, the tender was advertised but could not be 
awarded as bidders were non-responsive. 

Community Sohlangana Trading 139  307 300,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The procurement process could not be followed due to the fact that 
the contractor is already providing garden waste service for STLM 
and familiar with the area, the tender was advertised but could not be 
awarded as bidders were non-responsive. 

Corporate Jonti Tenders  45 062,74  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Filling of critical positions as 3 requests were obtained and the 
requests are above 30 000. 

Municipal Manager GMFM  5 800,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case GMFM is the only radio station that caters for the Nguni and Pedi 
speaking people within STLM 
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FEBRUARY 2015     
Community Rodek Transmission  29 070,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The solid waste truck broke down and needed urgent repairs for the 

service delivery on waste collection. 
Infrastructure Kgwebiswano  110 352,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Urgent service was required to attend to complaints related to all 

electrical problems in Mhluzi during the community strike.  The 
service was required in order to avoid long hour of power interruption 
and to ensure continuity of power supply. 

Infrastructure Mazwabo  113 600,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Urgent service was required to attend to complaints related to all 
electrical problems in Mhluzi during the community strike.  The 
service was required in order to avoid long hour of power interruption 
and to ensure continuity of power supply. 

Community Bente Fitment  11 436,89  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Solid waste tipper truck broke down and needed urgent repair. 
Community Isigwegwe Siyathatshululwa  760,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Isigwegwe Siyathatshululwa  2 650,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Rodek Transmission  11 149,20  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Rodek Transmission  1 884,60  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Rodek Transmission  2 850,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Vital Engineering  3 762,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Motolek  1 060,20  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Vital Engineering  3 249,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Rodek Transmission  27 360,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Rodek Transmission  29 640,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Infrastructure Mayivuthe  40 470,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Urgent service required to remove faulty 500 KVA miniature 

substation, install and terminate.  Transformer required for immediate 
use because the on in operation failed. 
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Infrastructure Golukisha  7 250,40  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Removal of old pump and installation of new one at Kruger Dam 
WTP. 

Infrastructure Powerpump  59 504,58  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency One raw water pump for Middelburg Dam required urgent repairs in 
order to ensure maximum raw material supply to Vaalbank WTP. 

Community Mindmuzik 14 529,25 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The company is the sole supplier of learners’ license testing material. 
Infrastructure SSE GP  14 421,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Urgent service required to render training for SCADA operators for 

monitoring and assist with operating at substations fitted with SCADA 
systems. 

Community Middelburg Boerdery  13 563,66  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Agent for Kubota who can provide spare parts. 
Community Truvelo  2 201,02  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The company manufactures equipment for the evaluation of motor 

cycle drivers. 
Community Coverseal  2 606,50  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Coverseal suppliers are the only supplier providing cultural services. 
Community McCarthy Kunene  1 334,40  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider McCarthy is the agent of Mercedes Benz. 
Finance Mid-Alarm  2 030,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Contracted to Council. 
Finance Mid-Alarm  480,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Contracted to Council. 
Community Bell Equipment  30 742,16  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Motor vehicle dealer. 
Finance Predicate  56 853,82  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Sole provider of database system. 
Municipal Manager Com Consulting  85 000,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Service provider is offering special edition to be distributed in the Star 

newspaper. 
Finance CAT  5 875,56  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Sole supplier of the units and only they can fix the units again. 
Community Kutana Hydraulics  6 355,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Strip and quote.  Will be costly if taken to other suppliers. 
Community Wonder Stationers  9 045,73  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Request for quotations from various companies was made and only 

Wonder had a specific item in stock. 
Community Motolek  6 197,53  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Wiring need to be tested and strip and quote.  It was impractical to 

take it to the other suppliers for quotes. 
Infrastructure Sectional Poles  44 676,60  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The lowering cables of the mast unhooked from the top pulley 

stopping the canopy to be lowered for repairs. 
Infrastructure Leluhala Consulting  199 500,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case At the request of the Municipal Manager to serve as a pilot project to 

determine if it will be valuable to be extended to include the entire 
Council. 

Corporate Sizwe IT  3 882,70  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The main hard drive being used for the IMIS server crashed causing 
the IMIS server not to function anymore. 
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Corporate Gijima IT  11 500,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Only one quotation was sourced as it was learned from previous 
quotation that Gijima was the best priced from the sourced providers. 

Corporate Gijima IT  17 250,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Only one quotation was sourced as it was learned from previous 
quotation that Gijima was the best priced from the sourced providers. 

Community Truvelo  9 169,46  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case To calibrated the machines that were left out from calibration. 
Community Automotor  22 796,58  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Traffic signal knocked down by motor vehicle and needed repair. 
Community Kgapo  67 926,90  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Lights required for cross over function at Themba Senamela.  
Community Jeffares & Green  112 565,88  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Original construction period of project was extended due to contractor 

delays.  Hence the project supervision and engineering fees of one 
additional month. 

Community Automotor  30 669,42  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The IO Card for the PLC was severely destroyed by the lightning. 
Community MJ Nel  2 635,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case There were bees at Cowen Ntuli disturbing the public when passing. 
Corporate Open Spatial  53 736,54  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Company contracted to Council on auto card map 3d commercial 

maintenance. 
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MARCH 2015     
Community Good Measure Trading  37 832,61  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The SWD truck broke down and needed urgent repairs for the service 

delivery on waste collection. 
Infrastructure Little River Trading  25 456,20  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The town of Middelburg had a problem of supply due to poor low 

pressure in some parts of the CBD due to the level of Vliegveld 
reservoir. 

Corporate Marota  10 100,40  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Marota is contracted to Council for the maintenance of air down 
blowers at the server rooms which lapsed in November 2014.  RFQ 
done for renewal but the evaluation process still in progress. 

Infrastructure Mthizole  345 700,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The client wanted to start the construction of the building (steel 
factory) material was urgently required for water supply to Erf 13041 
Extension 49. 

Infrastructure Khuduyane Quigley  58 368,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Combo jet truck needed at Boskrans to draw sludge from clarifier. 
Community Payati  238 457,68  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The SWD truck broke down and needed urgent repairs for the service 

delivery on waste collection. 
Community Payati  23 256,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Payati  23 256,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Payati  23 256,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Payati  14 820,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Vital  6 708,90  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Hoeveld Radiators  9 084,66  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Vital  1 819,44  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Vital  2 565,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Infrastructure MP Pumps  72 954,30  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Pump required for Kruger Dam WTP to assist the available pumps in 

capacitating the Vliegveld reservoir. 
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Infrastructure Zanezi  39 330,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The department required service from Zanezi Electronics to repair the 
blue ginger charge for battery charge at Newtown substation to 
ensure the correct operation of protection  schemes on 11 KV panels. 

Infrastructure Zanezi  17 434,02  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Robertson and Riool pump substation protection schemes failed due 
to faulty substation battery chargers supplying auxiliary power to 
these substation protection schemes. 

Infrastructure Little River Trading  95 446,80  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The supplier was appointed in November 2014.  While the project 
was progressing the hard rock was discovered on site which needed 
drilling and blasting. 

Corporate Cibecs 103 290,64 Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Cibecs is the sole provider for the Cibecs maintenance and support. 
Community Fire Raiders  25 380,96  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Exclusive authorized dealer for Holmatro rescue tools in South Africa. 
Corporate Lexis Nexis  1 591,25  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Lexis Nexis is the only supplier selling labour law books. 
Finance Mid-Aalarms  240,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Mid-Alarm is contracted to Council. 
Infrastructure Nashua  3 950,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Nashua contracted with Nashua. 
Infrastructure Spray Air Pout  7 880,50  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The road painting machine is due for service. 
Infrastructure Huber Technology  72 162,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Huber rotamat fine screen require urgent servicing. 
Infrastructure Afrilab  22 582,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Chemicals required for specific instrument that the municipality is 

using in the library. 
Community Coverseal  2 600,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Coverseal is the only supplier for library book barcodes. 
Infrastructure Afrilab  24 909,08  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Chemicals required for specific instrument that the municipality is 

using in the library. 
Infrastructure Labotec  7 273,20  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Required items are utilized solely on specific instruments of which 

Labotec is the sole supplier. 
Infrastructure Afrilab  4 742,40  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Chemicals required for specific instrument that the municipality is 

using in the library. 
Municipal Manager Fabuelex Media  35 219,68  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Fabuleux magazine is a provincially based magazine that covers 

municipal and government stories. 
Infrastructure Khuduyane Quigley  73 701,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Drilling required at the slope while installing outfall sewer line that 

service the mall and industrial park. 
Finance Prowalco  12 483,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Prowalco is the sole provider of e-fuel management system.  They 

installed the fuel pumps and the e-fuel system. 
Municipal Manager GMFM  29 000,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Is the only radio station in STLM that accommodates the Nguni 

people. 
Municipal Manager Radio Kragbon  24 000,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Is the only radio station that caters for Afrikaans speaking people. 
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Municipal Manager Kosmos Stereo  29 995,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Kosmos is the only station that caters mostly for Afrikaans speaking 
people around STLM. 

Corporate GP Van Niekerk  35 636,40  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Sole provider of Winet. 
Municipal Manager Provideo photo  5 220,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - special Special artwork and framing of AO photo of STLM councillors to be 

mounted on the wall. 

Municipal Manager Open Spatial  2 718,61  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case SLA in place with open spatial. 
Community Automotor Traffic  30 745,80  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Traffic signal pole was knocked down by motor vehicle and needed 

repairs. 
Community Middelburg truck and trailer  3 374,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The compactor has to be stripped and checked for the damages 

before quotation can be forwarded. 
Community Mechanibike  18 702,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Mechanibike is the only supplier willing to give detailed quotes as the 

bikes were bought from them. 
Corporate Sizwe IT  28 488,60  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Sizwe IT has desktop infrastructure support contract with the 

municipality.  ICT needed to do a full server environment audit 
including both hardware and software. 

Community Bente fitment  4 674,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Compactor truck has to be stripped before quotation can be 
forwarded to check wiring fault. 

Corporate Johan Albert's  52 500,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case They assisted the Council in drafting procurement policy and are 
familiar with legal liability training. 

Infrastructure Magna Corp  233 700,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Tender was advertised for mower but no response was received.  It 
was advertised through quotation and only two quotes received 

Community Rakgang Business  75 810,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Quotation was advertised on the website for seven (7) days, only one 
(1) quote received. 

Community Alpha Agri   9 811,36  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Strip and quote has to be done which makes it impractical to get 
three (3) quotes. 

Community Mechanibike  14 399,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Mechanibike is the only supplier willing to give detailed quotes as the 
bikes were bought from them. 

Community Mechanibike  13 394,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Mechanibike is the only supplier willing to give detailed quotes as the 
bikes were bought from them. 
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APRIL 2015     
Infrastructure Zanezi  66 026,52  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Urgent service to transport and replace faulty transformer and install 

a new 500KVA transformer was required by department. 
Infrastructure Donmash  111 000,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Urgent service was required to attend to electrical complains during 

the strike. 
Community Vital  10 237,20  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The bucket needed for cemetery digging at Hendrina urgently. 
Community Wilco  1 539,11  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Vital  9 861,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Middelburg Truck  6 259,70  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Wilco  1 630,20  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community Bonakgopa  10 000,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 

waste department. 
Community PRIDI Security  26 220,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The current service provider could not provide a large number of 

armed security officers at the short notice due to community unrest in 
Mhluzi. 

Infrastructure Mthizole  186 999,80  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Urgent water supply for the consolidated stands for steel factory was 
required. 

Infrastructure PW Saayman  6 160,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The road reserves have become narrow due to the structures 
encroaching onto the road reserve. 

Infrastructure Kgwebiswano  45 668,40  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Urgent service required from service provider to remove faulty 
100KVA Miniature for immediate use due to failure on the current 
one. 

Corporate Onsoft  39 900,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The supplier is the only one supporting track-it in RSA. 
Corporate WAM Technology  28 500,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Sole provider of municipal assistant. 
Infrastructure WAM Technology  34 192,65  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Sole provider of municipal assistant. 
Infrastructure Afrilab  3 807,60  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Sole distributor of HACH instruments. 
Community Coverseal  2 606,50  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Library books need barcodes for easy retrieval when needed. 
Community Tswelopele Filing  9 849,60  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Sole provider of mobile cabinet system. 
Community Academic bookshop 33 261,10 SEC 42(1)(a)(iiI)- special Library books supplier require different supplier for different books. 
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Community Automotor Traffic Signal  40 989,84  SEC 42(1)(a)(iiI)- special One contilever pole was knocked down by motor vehicle. 
Infrastructure Bijojo  194 000,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Scope change from the existing contract on windows and doors from 

steel to low zero maintenance 

Corporate TUV Rheinland  29 070,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Quotation was advertised on the website for seven days , only one 
quotation received on the closing date. 

Community Motolek  1 468,89  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Strip and quote on tipper truck to get the fault. 
Corporate Human Communications  52 334,31  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The quoted suppliers are giving same rates, the recommended 

supplier is offering discount. 
Community NWK  22 464,51  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Strip and quote on tipper truck to get the fault. 
Community Auto & Diesel  4 981,80  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Strip and quote on tipper truck to get the fault. 
Community SBMA  8 470,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Quotations were placed on the website for seven days, only two 

quotes received on the closing date. 
Community Auto & Diesel  5 819,34  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Strip and quote on tipper truck to get the fault. 
Infrastructure Arm Coil Africa  70 301,39  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Service medium voltage transformer and supply material. The listed 

item supplied was not part of the bill of quantity and is not kept as 
stores item. 

Community Automotor Traffic Signal  51 295,44  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The intersection has been upgraded because of the Ext 33 new 
development.  Traffic lights were installed by Automotor 

Community EXA motors  3 890,46  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The supplier is the agent of the vehicle and must provide parts as 
they are security coded. 

Community Auto & Diesel  2 697,65  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The compactor has to be stripped and checked for the damages 
before quotation can be forwarded. 

Community Middelburg Truck  3 619,40  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Strip and quote on to get the fault. 
Community Automotor Traffic Signal  12 312,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The company is contracted to council on tender bs04 09 2014. 
Community Mechanibike  1 510,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Mechanibike is the only supplier willing to give detailed quotes as the 

bikes were bought from them. 
Corporate Lexis Nexis  8 090,85  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The company is the only publisher of the required books in South 

Africa. 
Municipal Manager NKP  99 000,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Data capturing on conditional grants. 
Corporate SITA  1 622 439,09  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case SITA is the only service provider that is able to supply Microsoft 

licenses. 
Infrastructure Actom  64 240,24  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Urgent service required from the service provider to replace the faults 

current transformer (CT) on the 11KV panel at Blinkpan. 
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Finance Rich Rewards  198 702,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v)(a) - ratify minor Quotation only advertised on the website but not on the notice board. 
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MAY 2015     
Infrastructure Rodek Transmission 3 249,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Emergency supply of required item to repair vehicle CCL272MP. 

Truck need to be repaired to enable department to render essential 
services to the community. 

Infrastructure Rodek Transmission 3 249,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Emergency supply of required item to repair vehicle CHZ456MP. 
Truck need to be repaired to enable department to render essential 
services to the community. 

Infrastructure Viva Engineering 10 120,65  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Damage to pump no. 9 motor at Vaalbank WTW needs to be repair 
as a matter of urgency.  This situation was resulting in disabling the 
transfer of water from Vaalbank WTW to the Skietbaan reservoirs. 
The  services of a professional service provider to align the pump 
motor and leaking gland packing on the pump 

Community Scania South Africa (Pty) Ltd 7 554,32  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Emergency repair required by service provider to repair fire truck, 
Scania DXN566MP.  PTO valve needs to be repaired- remove and fit 
strap.  Vehicle required for essential services. 

Community Barlow World Toyota 4 063,82  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Service and repair of quantum vehicle was required as a matter of 
urgency due to the fact that the vehicle is being used on a daily basis 
by fire department to transport their staff. 

Infrastructure Mpumalanga Pumps 3 372,12  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Emergency repairs of pump no. 9 at Vaalbank WTP due to damage 
to coupling-leaving pump out of order.  Coupling need to be repair 
and commissioned to avoid dropping of level at Skietbaan reservoir. 

Infrastructure Viva Engineering Projects 15 045,90  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Severe water shortages in Middelburg CBD. Service provider 
appointed on emergency basis to supply water to the Midmed 
Hospital. 

Infrastructure Malaka Supplies 60 873,30  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Emergency supply of valves and pipes for installation at 250mm 
Eskom lines during problem of bulk water supply in Middelburg. 
Valves were suspected to be non-functional and as a result the 
supply from the Eskom line was very limited resulting in some parts 
of town not having water.  Furthermore, the valves were not readily 
available. 

Infrastructure Vital Engineering 4 579,95  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Emergency repair of tractor, FKD518MP, draw bar due to fact that it 
was broken along the road while transporting garden waste. 

Infrastructure ETM Manufacturing & Components 
CC 

49 488,49  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Emergency repair of front axle to prevent interruption of service 
delivery in Middelburg CHZ456MP. 
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Infrastructure Malaka Supplies 82 348,40  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Emergency supply of material required due to the reason that the 
bulk pipe line at Vaalbank that feeds the whole Middelburg broke 
down, it took long to drain because the non-return valves were old 
and not working therefore the valves urgently needed to be replaced 
to avoid similar problems in future. 

Infrastructure Malaka Supplies 71 204,50  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider A company was appointed to construct 4-slipways on the corner of 
Mandela & Samora Machel Road.  The slipway crossing a 400mm 
diameter asbestos cement pipeline which provides water to the 
industrial area.  The road layers have to be compact and previously 
the se pipes cracked.  The pipes need to be replaces to allow 
contractor to proceed with work therefore the material is urgently 
required and the material required is not a stock item in municipal 
stores 

Infrastructure Little River Trading 254 38 919,60  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider There was a violent protest taking place during march 2015 in Mhluzi 
township. Council vehicles were not allowed to enter the township. 
Supplier required to attend to the repairs and water services because 
these services need to be restored in the affected areas. 

Corporate Emalahleni Document Facilities 6 608,80  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Photocopy machine is on month to month contract from Xerox. 
Supplier sole provider of specific toner that is required for machine 

Community Poly Comp ( Pty) Ltd 5 100,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Service provider is the sole provider of required item. 
Infrastructure V.I. Instruments 868,91  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Service provider is the manufacturer and supplier of the machine 

service automatic level for the department to conduct engineering 
surveys and the item need to be calibrated on a regular basis. 

Infrastructure V.I. Instruments 4 065,53  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider V.I. Instruments is the manufacturer and supplier of the machine and 
it need to be calibrated on a regular basis.  The machine is used to 
conduct quality control test on road layer works by the department. 

Infrastructure D & G Installation Systems 2 389,48  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Installation of remote off site telemetry monitoring system to monitor 
status of municipal back-up generators is specialized work that 
requires competent to execute the required work. 

Community Calspec ( Pty) Ltd 25 932,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Service provider is contracted by the municipality to monitor and 
maintain the air quality station. 

Community Calspec (Pty) Ltd 36 329,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Service provider is contracted by the municipality to monitor and 
maintain the air quality station. 

Infrastructure Barlow World Toyota 7 676,42  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The housing assay, steering of vehicle, BBV135MP, needs to be 
repair and the spares can only be obtained from the agents. 

Corporate Integrated Auto Services t/a Solly's 1 132,75  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Service provider is the only company that can provide the item. 
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Infrastructure Instru-Serve 34 188,60  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The service provider is the sole accredited provider in the province 
for these devices which can be linked to the existing my-city 
telemetry system. 

Infrastructure Instru-Serve 29 879,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider The service provider is the sole accredited provider in the province 
for these devices which can be linked to the existing my-city 
telemetry system. 

Corporate PriceWaterhouse Coopers 85 000,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Council's approved plan was drafted by the service provider and they 
are familiar with the plan. 

Corporate Open Spatial Africa (Pty) Ltd 3 099,22  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Service provider is sole distributor of said systems in the country and 
provides also provides technical support to the distributed software. 

Finance Chubb Security SA 962,79  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Council has a contract with service provider for alarm system at 
Rietkuil pay point. 

Finance Chubb Security SA 2 189,32  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Council has a contract with service provider for alarm system at 
Komati pay point. 

Community Truvelo Manufacturers 9 719,40  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Service provider is the sole supplier and manufacturer of said item 
and calibration of said machines has to take place every 6 months to 
meet the legal requirement. 

Finance Advanced Fire Suppression 1 710,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Service provider inserted the system and they are the only company 
that can do the required maintenance on the system. 

Community Aluta Books CC 6 213,59  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition of special 
works of art 

Books are treated as a special works of art and requested by 
community (users). 

Community Bargain Books 15 148,36  Sec 42(1)(a)(iii) - acquisition of special 
works of art 

Books are treated as a special works of art and requested by 
community (users). 

Infrastructure Mayivuthe Contractors CC 64 923,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Electrical cable required by electric department for bulk connection 
that need to be completed and no stock was available in stores to 
provide for services. 

Infrastructure Rodek Transmission 18 240,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Strip and quote of transmission that has to be repaired by service 
provider.  It will be impractical for more than one service providers to 
strip the transmission and quote. 

Community Mechanibike 5 690,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The only supplier that is willing to provide detailed quotations on the 
servicing of municipal bikes.  The service provider is also keeping a 
service record of all motorbikes.  All other suppliers not interest in 
providing detailed quotations. 
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Community Mechanibike 1 775,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The only supplier that is willing to provide detailed quotations on the 
servicing of municipal bikes.  The service provider is also keeping a 
service record of all motorbikes.  All other suppliers not interest in 
providing detailed quotations. 

Infrastructure Isgwegwe Siyatha  1 950,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Item need to be repaired as soon as possible and it will be costly and 
time consuming if an additional quote was obtained.  The tailgate was 
broken and falling and need to be repaired. 

Infrastructure Mayivuthe Contractors CC 390 060,87  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Additional control cable work and modification of control panel is 
required to cater for modern Scada system to ensure protection of 
equipment and communication.  Existing Scada RTU is too small to 
incorporate the 88 KV system.  Current contractor appointed for 
upgrades to continue with the work. 

Corporate Gijima Technology 36 300,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Service provider only one that provide quote but also important to 
standardize the assessments used so that all assessments take on 
the same measurement and the same tests are utilized, 

Infrastructure Wilco Plant Hire 7 090,23  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Strip and quote of transmission that has to be repaired by service 
provider.  It will be impractical for more than one service providers to 
strip the transmission and quote. 

Infrastructure NWK (Bpk) Middelburg 2 073,80  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Strip and quote of transmission that has to be repaired by service 
provider.  It will be impractical for more than one service providers to 
strip the transmission and quote. 

Infrastructure Tswellopele Plants CC 56 430,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Contractor currently on site and need 300m³ of soil to fill up the 
soccer field. 

Infrastructure ABB South Africa ( Pty) Ltd 52 834,44  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Service provider is the manufacturer of the equipment and the gas 
need to be filled because it could results in explosion and elongated 
power outage. 

Infrastructure Central Gas 900,60  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Gas bottles are service provider’s property and services are rented 
from them by the department.  

Infrastructure Delta Built Environment 
Consultants ( Pty) Ltd 

103 654,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Service provider was appointed to conduct a study for environmental 
authorization.  They are currently in possession of preliminary 
designs for the required facility and to appoint a new service provider 
will be too costly. 

Community Integrated Auto Services t/a Solly's 3 022,94  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Service provider only accredited dealer ship that assist to cut and 
programme the new key for the Opel Astra, DWJ163MP that had 
broken inside the ignition of the vehicle. 
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Community Ricoh Mpumalanga 11 426,50  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Council has a contract with service provider for the photocopy 
machine on a month to month basis.  The machine is faulty and need 
to be repaired but can only be repaired by the contractor. 

Corporate Red Ant Security 78 694,20  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The service provider has the required equipment.  Fleet and 
personnel to execute court orders in an orderly and efficient manner. 

Finance Digix Computer Services 135 660,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Service provider is single provider for maintenance of Linux software 
on fin server because the disaster recovery machine is with them.  
Therefore no other service provider can be contacted to render the 
required services. 

Infrastructure Motolek Middelburg 2 435,05  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Wires were burned and need to be repaired as soon as possible due 
to reason that truck has to pass road worthy test. 

Infrastructure Senter Motors 27 841,39  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The tractor lost oil and water and was needed for service delivery of 
cutting grass.  It required urgent attention and the service provider 
was nearby and provided a quotation to repair the tractor.  No 
additional quotes could be obtained due to damage to engine.  The 
engine needs to be overhauled.  

Infrastructure Solly Moropane Prof 64 170,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Service provider was involved with the planning work on the same 
property and it will be cost effective to appoint him to do the sub-
divisioning thereof. 

Infrastructure Lungambali Trading 10 500,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Current contract for the services rendered is extended for an 
additional period of one month (May). 

Infrastructure Bayela Workforce 96 233,10  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Service provider was appointed on tender basis for refurbishment of 
6/8 pressurized filters.  Service provider current on site and it will be 
cost effective and time saving to appoint him to complete the required 
services. 

Infrastructure Pro-Eng Consulting Engineers CC 196 586,16  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Service provider was involved with the designs and project 
management of Nazareth substation.  Eskom wants to continue with 
the connection of the substation and therefore the service provider is 
required to carry out the task to ensure that the substation conforms 
to the design. 

Corporate Sizwe IT Group 47 058,86  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Service providers appointed on contract for desktop and 
infrastructure support at council. Ad hoc services are included in their 
contract and therefore the service required forms part of said billable 
ad hoc services. 
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Infrastructure Aurecon South Africa 64 638,00  Sec 42(1)(v)- ratify any minor breach by 
an official or committee of a technical 
nature 

Service provider was appointed to perform grading study and network 
audit on high and medium voltage network.  The two additional 
substations were not form part of the scope of work due to no 
guarantees from Eskom that it will be commissioned before 
2014/2015 financial year.  Service provider currently busy with 
services and therefor the two substations were included in the scope 
of work. 
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JUNE 2015     
Community Middelburg Keys 1 450,01  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Truck is needed to do its duties of service delivery by SWD and 

failure to the necessary action will result in the municipality not being 
able to render essential service to community. 

Community Bonakgopa  26 950,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Truck is needed to do its duties of service delivery by SWD and 
failure to the necessary action will result in the municipality not being 
able to render essential service to community. 

Community Dickason & Son  2 626,56  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Truck is needed to do its duties of service delivery by SWD and 
failure to the necessary action will result in the municipality not being 
able to render essential service to community. 

Infrastructure Sterling Plastic  33 402,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The Y split which distributes water to the 375mm asbestos cracked 
and the supply dropped as some parts of town and Mhluzi 
experienced water shortages. 

Infrastructure Sterling Plastic  38 760,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The Y split which distributes water to the 375mm asbestos cracked 
and the supply dropped as some parts of town and Mhluzi 
experienced water shortages. 

Infrastructure Mthizole  62 850,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The Y junction that design for a future feed was leaking at Vaalbank. 
Infrastructure Mthizole  43 540,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The Y split which distributes water to the 375mm asbestos cracked 

and the supply dropped as some parts of town and Mhluzi 
experienced water shortages. 

Community Isigwegwe Siyathatshululwa  2 600,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Truck is needed to do its duties of service delivery by SWD and 
failure to the necessary action will result in the municipality not being 
able to render essential service to community. 

Infrastructure BMG  22 630,53  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Damage to pump No. 9 motor resulting in disabling the transfer of 
sufficient water from Vaalbank WTW to the skietbaan reservoirs. 

Infrastructure Mc Jagert  94 265,46  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The centre column and rotating bridge for clarifier No. 1B at Boskrans 
WWTW is out of order, causing the development of smell in the plant 
as a result of non-recycling of sludge. 

Infrastructure Kgwebiswano  44 573,78  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Urgent service required from the contractor to repair the faulty 
medium voltage overhead line at Mhluzi Ext 5 pole transformer.  

Infrastructure Mayivuthe  254 294,10  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency An urgent service required from the contractor to supply and replace 
faulty pole mounted transformer in Newtown.  

Community UD trucks  769,50  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Truck is needed to do its duties of service delivery by SWD and 
failure to the necessary action will result in the municipality not being 
able to render essential service to community. 
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Community Hoeveld Radiators  3 306,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Compactor truck is needed urgently to perform its duties for solid 
waste department. 

Infrastructure Njingabeyisola  58 850,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Urgent service required to replace and joint 11KV stolen cable 
between Riool substation and Karee substation. 

Infrastructure Powerpump  47 288,34  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Damage to pump No.3 Vaalbank require emergency refurbishment 
thus enabling continuous transfer of sufficient water from Vaalbank 
WTW to the Skietbaan reservoirs. 

Infrastructure Zindonga  45 733,95  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency A new KSB WKLN 50/3 pump is urgently required for Presidentrus 
water treatment plant to replace the pump that was taken out for 
repairs. 

Infrastructure Zindonga  102 600,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Refurbishment of an electrical motor for the Vaalbank WTW. 
Finance Mid Alarms  460,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency The contract for the alarm system at Doornkop is with Mid-Alarm. 
Community Hoeveld Radiators  3 123,60  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Truck is needed to do its duties of service delivery by SWD and 

failure to the necessary action will result in the municipality not being 
able to render essential service to community. 

Community Middelburg truck  1 459,20  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Truck is needed to do its duties of service delivery by SWD and 
failure to the necessary action will result in the municipality not being 
able to render essential service to community. 

Community Middelburg windscreen  3 795,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(i) - emergency Truck is needed to do its duties of service delivery by SWD and 
failure to the necessary action will result in the municipality not being 
able to render essential service to community. 

Finance Bidvest Waltons  10 525,62  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Single provider of goods. 
Infrastructure Instru Serve  29 879,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Sole provider of municipal assistant. 
Infrastructure Onsoft  50 730,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(ii) - single provider Sole provider of municipal assistant. 
Infrastructure NKP Consultants  109 639,50  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case NKP did the technical report for the water and sewer for Kwaza.  

Most of the research work was done for this area for water supply. 
Community Dickason & Son  1 826,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Truck is needed to do its duties of service delivery by SWD and 

failure to the necessary action will result in the municipality not being 
able to render essential service to community. 

Community Execu Seats  2 958,30  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Truck is needed to do its duties of service delivery by SWD and 
failure to the necessary action will result in the municipality not being 
able to render essential service to community. 

Infrastructure Two Super Construction 163 046,00 Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Funds were not available to pay the service provider during 
2013/2014 financial year.  Documents were kept at SCM until 
department has done enquiry relating to the amount to be paid to 
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service provider.  Civil engineering services requested finance to roll 
over funds during the budget adjustment in February 2015. 

Infrastructure Armcoil  65 028,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Urgent service required to service medium voltage transformer and 
supply material.  Armcoil is appointed to maintain the voltage. 

Infrastructure Mayivuthe  2 843 160,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The funding source is DOE and this has rolled over once and cannot 
be rolled over again. 

Infrastructure Randiswa  52 972,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Contractor was required to do investigation and make 
recommendations with regard to the conditions under the foundations 
of the high mast lights Kanonkop. 

Finance CAT  395 750,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The current meter reading system which integrates to the financial 
system is supported by CAT. 

Community Mechanibike  916,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Mechanibke is the only supplier willing to give detailed quotations, as 
these motorbikes were bought from them. 

Infrastructure Van Zyl Automotive  59 303,70  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Overhaul engine. 
Corporate Lexis Nexis  11 857,38  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Required quotes on law books from different suppliers.  Lexis Nexis 

could only supply all the required books. 
Community Mechanibike  1 060,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Mechanibke is the only supplier willing to give detailed quotations, as 

these motorbikes were bought from them. 
Community Plant Wise  32 917,50  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The contractor is on site because of the movement of soccer field 

from the previously identified area more soil needed to get the proper 
leveling. 

Community Mburg Compressor  4 162,14  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Strip and quote on tipper truck to get the fault. 
Infrastructure Kruger & Son  114 945,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Funds were not available to pay the service provider during 

2013/2014 financial year.  Documents were kept at SCM until 
department has done enquiry relating to the amount to be paid to 
service provider.  Civil engineering services requested finance to roll 
over funds during the budget adjustment. 

Community Krabo Locksmith  1 300,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case The department has experienced a problem with locking and 
unlocking of the firearm safe.  

Infrastructure Vukani site  2 613 917,40  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Upgrading and additions were previously advertised and evaluated. 
Tenders received were non-responsive during 2013/2014.  The 
project needs to be completed prior June 2015. 

Community Bonakgopa  5 565,00  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Strip and quote on tipper truck to get the fault. 
Community Truck Centre  19 891,38  Sec 42(1)(a)(v) - exceptional case Strip and quote on tipper truck to get the fault. 
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